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OVERVIEW

God gives children a profound sense of wonder about the world and how it works. They are 
discovering that words are all around them—in books, at the supermarket, and in their homes. 
They play with language, which is an important step in learning to read. They are beginning to 
use larger number sets and to understand longer and shorter periods of time. They are ready 
to expand their world beyond their immediate surroundings. God’s Big WORLD exposes early 
readers to a range of new information, building their personal library of facts and concepts.

EACH SECTION INCLUDES:

 • Three stories

 • Teaching tips

 • Easy-reading words and sentences

 • Photo slide show

 • Skill-building fun puzzles and activities

RECOMMENDED PACING:

 • God’s Big WORLD is organized into sets of eight weekly lessons that  
  detach from the magazine as separate four-page lessons.

 • Each lesson includes three short stories plus a skill-building activity. 

 • The stories have an easy-reading component for the student to practice  
  reading, as well as a background teaching tip.

EXAMPLE LESSONS:

Lesson #1: Avocado on a Stick. Try this snack from https://www.californiaavocado.com. You will 
need 12 straight, thin pretzel sticks; ¼ ripe avocado seeded, peeled and cubed; 2 slices nonfat 
American cheese, cut into 1-inch squares; ½ red apple, cored and cubed; and 12 red grapes. Use 
a pretzel stick as the skewer. Thread on a grape, cheese square, apple cube, and avocado cube. 
Repeat process to make 12 “Pick Up Sticks.”

Lesson #2: Pine Cone Testing. Those of you in areas with layers of deep snow might have 

difficulty finding pine cones at this time of year. If woods are walkable, take your kids out on a 

pine cone hunt. Once the cones are room temperature, try this (found at https://parentingchaos.
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com/why-do-pine-cones-open-and-close/). You’ll need a number of open and closed pine 

cones, two wide glass bowls of water, and an air heater. Place a closed pine cone in one dish 

of water and an opened one in the other dish. What do you see? Turn on the heater. Place one 

open and one closed pine cone in front of it. What happens? God created pine cones to fold 

their outer scales (bracts) to close when wet. This ensures that the cones release seeds on 

dry days. The seeds will travel farther and have a better opportunity to land in a spot ideal for 

growth.

Lesson #3: Spiky Sea Urchins. Here are several easy craft ideas for making spiky sea urchins. 

(1) Use self-hardening modeling clay and round toothpicks. Be careful! These might be too 

sharp for very young children. Roll the clay into a ball. Tap the bottom against the table so that 

it fits flat. Push toothpicks into the clay to cover the ball. (2) Use colored pipe cleaners instead 

of toothpicks. (3) Cut a Styrofoam ball in half. Stick round toothpicks into the ball. Cover the ball 

and spikes with purple tempera paint. Let dry. Place in a coral reef diorama.

Lesson #4: Lego Math. LEGO bricks are a great way to teach your younger mathematicians. 

The Internet is full of sites to help you do this. Here are two: https://thejoyfilledmom.com/

how-to-teach-numbers-with-legos/ and https://mathgeekmama.com/lego-math/. God is 

faithful to uphold His world through orderly mathematical patterns, laws, and structures (look 

at those pine cones from Lesson #2). It is a teacher’s privilege to help children discover the 

wonder of math. Take time to make it fun.

Lesson #5: Bat Food or Short-Lived Pet? If you have any insect-loving children, crickets might 

be fun for them to keep as pets. They usually do not jump and they do not bite. The best place 

to find a cricket is inside your house in the fall. Wrap the cricket loosely in a hanky to transfer 

it to its new home. That could be a fishbowl or any other glass or plastic container. Cover the 

top with mesh and be sure the container has good airflow. Add moist dirt or sand, leaves, and 

a piece of bark to the bottom of the jar. Toilet rolls will allow the crickets to hide. Use plastic pill 

bottle caps for water and food trays. Drop water through a straw. Give the crickets clean food 

and water every day. Raw vegetables like cucumbers; granola or oats; bits of tofu, chicken, or 

a dog biscuit are ideas. Cricket food is also found at pet shops. Keep your crickets warm (86°) 

and the cage clean. Even then, the life of a cricket is short! Maybe you should read The Cricket 

in Times Square by George Selden instead!
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Lesson #6: Simple Stethoscope. Let your children make their own stethoscopes (https://www.

sciencebuddies.org/teacher-resources/lesson-plans/make-a-stethoscope). Or provide each 

child with an empty toilet paper tube. These are similar to the very first instruments ever used to 

hear a beating heart. Pair them with another child. Have them listen to each other’s resting hearts 

beat. Then ask them to do something a bit more physical (stand up and sit down) and listen to each 

other’s hearts again. Finally, have them do jumping jacks or run down a hall and back. What do their 

hearts sound like now? How is what their doctor uses like these simple stethoscopes? How is it 

different?

Lesson #7: Stories. Children love to hear—and to write—stories about themselves. Salvage store 

owners say the items they sell “tell stories.” Have the children write about their bedrooms. What do 

they look like? What toys are there? What books? What do they like about their bedrooms? What do 

they do there? What “stories” do their bedrooms tell? “Let your children tell their children, and their 

children to another generation.” (Joel 1:3)

Lesson #8: Egg Tempera Painting. Nicoletto Semitecolo was an artist born in Venice, Italy, about 665 

years ago. Egg tempera is a painting technique he used. The process to make egg tempera is not 

too difficult. Try these instructions: https://www.instructables.com/id/Egg-Tempera-Painting/. You 

will want to place your finished painting in the garage or out-of-the-way place while it dries, as it will 

smell. But the smell goes away after a few days.

In addition to the print magazine, use the God’s Big WORLD website at:  

godsbigworld.wng.org
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